
 

WB-880Y-8 Multi Lane 8 Lanes Sachet Liquid Packing 
Machine 
 

 
 
Multi Lane Liquid Packing Machine automatically finishes the process of filling, metering, bag 
forming, air exhaust, sealing, packing, and date printing.  
 
It is used widely for a variety of applications ranging from packing liquid, semi-liquid (shampoo, oil 
cream, and ketchup), etc. And this machine model can be integrated with most filler. The length of 
the sachet can be varied up to a maximum of 120mm using the PLC. 
 
This machine is applicable for dosing liquid or semi-liquid and sealing in form of 3/ 4 side sealed 
sachet, include the sachet forming, product dosing, filling and sachet sealing processes, with 
single cutting or string sachet cutting. 
 
Feature 
 

• It has a color system controller, so that can get the complete trademark design; 

• Suitable for the complex film and tin foil and other packing material. Fine packaging 
performance, low noise, clear sealing texture, and strong sealing performance; 

• Date printer is available to be equipped on this machine for printing production date on 
bags; 

• Pump is controlled by a servo system, it can be automatically adjusted when there is an 
error in the packaging weight to ensure accuracy; 

• Set up the required data (include filling, weighing, bag size, etc) in the visual settings, the 
control system automatic optimization match with all the programs so that achieve the best 
packing speed precisely; 

• High speed of accuracy and clean cutting, sealing bags. And stainless steel bag former is 
for shaping the film into a bag; 

• The machine can detect faults and stop automatically to protect itself. 
 



Application                
 
Suit to liquid or paste product: shampoo, mask mud, cream, ketchup, jelly, sauce, oil, energy drink, 
mouthwash, etc. 
 
Technical Parameters 
 

Model WB-880Y 

Lane number 

4-8Lanes 

(The number of lanes can be customized according to specific 
production requirements) 

Film Width Max.880mm,0.07-0.1mm 

Filling method 1. Piston pump 2. Peristaltic pump 3. Ceramic pump 4. Rotary pump 

Capacity Max.14-40 cycles/min 

Bag size L:45-120mm;W:30-120mm 

Sealing & cutting type 1. Straight cutting; 2. Zig zag cutting; 3. Round cutting; 4. Die-cut 

Power Supply  220V/380 V 50HZ; 

Power 5.5kw 

Air supply  0.8Mpa ,0.8m³/min;  

Overall Dimension 1415*1686*2130mm 

Net Weight  550kg 

 


